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Meetings held the last Wednesday of the month, Old Silhillians Rugby Club, Knowle
(Jct 5 M42)
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Please contact Andy Lowe 0121 477 0547 or
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So that was the Summer of 2013 and we know, only too well, what
comes next. However this inclement weather, that will shortly be
upon us, does afford the opportunity to resolve some of those niggles,
that a seasons motoring has highlighted. So brace yourselves ,
gentlemen, for time spent bending or horizontal in the garage and
ladies, a cuppa, now and then, would be very welcome!
You will read elsewhere of the sudden passing of our
sponsor, auctioneer, long time member, supplier of our type of cars and
friend, Arnold Crowe. He died just days after another of his splendid
evening parties at the Willows. Following an operation on his foot, he
was moving around on Lois’s buggy which must have had a very flat
battery by the end of that evening, he surely talked to everyone there.
His passing leaves an immeasurable hole in our club and in the old car
world generally.
Just a reminder requiring , in some cases, action on your part this
month....
1. "AGM Come and have your say, it it YOUR club". AGM Does not
stand for 'Annual Gripe and Moan'. It is an opportunity for you to have
a say and maybe even volunteer."
2. "This will be your last newsletter unless you have paid your subs”.
Why not fill in the membership form today (fully) and bring it to the
AGM with a cheque and hand it to the Membership Secretary, you will
make his evening. Forms in this newsletter or on the web.
3. "The Surviving Austin 7 Register”. Has your Austin 7 survived?
Have you filled in your form? There is another one elsewhere in this
newsletter. To date only 78 of our 153 members 51% have responded.
Don’t delay – Please, do it today and save a stamp, bring it to the AGM
too".
4. The Warwickshire Wander. See the ad later in the newsletter and
respond.
Enough memory jogging.
That’s all for now

Brem

I have had to print several tributes to members we have lost in the time I have been editor
and it is never easy. Some I have known more personally than others and that is how it is
with Arnold. Since we joined the club in 1973 he seems to have always been around (and Lois
too). All the words I heard at the funeral and printed below I can relate to. He was a great
supporter of our efforts at Stanford Hall in the almost 25 years we ran the event, both
morally and financially. He has always been there to advise and help with a little smile, wink
and words of “wisdom”. I shall miss him, but will let others complete the picture . Lesley

Tributes to Arnold Crowe.
By Barry ( his stepson)

Arnold had known me since I was an infant.
My first recollection was attending Arnold's 21st, I was just 5. I went to his first
wedding to Pat, I remember Alan being born and babysitting him on many occasions.
Arnold worked for my father in the refrigeration trade, where despite only being a
young teenager he said he first fell in love with my mother, Lois.
Later in life after they had both been divorced they married and I had the privilege to
give Mom away (gaining a mechanic).
Arnold developed a love of dancing and helped Mom at her dance classes and this
pastime together with pets and "old knackered cars" became their main passions. They
were inseparable until Mom passed away 6 years ago. Hard to find more devoted
couple, completely happy in each other's company.
He was described by Elaine Preston as “kind, generous, good hearted but
"challenging".” He had his shortcomings but they were compensated for in so many
ways. Arnold certainly was no scholar, he often felt embarrassed by his lack of
academic proficiency particularly writing skills, albeit he wrote some very good
poems. But he more than compensated for these limitations through his own
endeavors, becoming gifted in practical matters especially engineering. From relative
humble beginnings he became a successful businessman and definately a celebrity in
his field.
He transferred his mechanical and sales expertise into the motor trade.
Together with Mom's organisational skills they created a highly respected garage
business - half of Birmingham probably bought a van from Ashted Service Station!
Later in life he learned new skills. In his 80's -mastering IT sufficiently enough to try
his hand at Computer dating!!
Some of the finer points of etiquette and the social graces went over Arnold’s head.
When eating out he could have nearly finished his food before the rest of us had our
napkins out. Iresspective of where we were Arnold would collect up everybody's left
overs and put them in plastic bag or serviette and put them in Mom's bag for the dog
or hens. Blissfully unaware that his mannerisms could cause embarrassment.
Mother had to work hard with him but would often resort to a final "Oh Arnold!" in
exasperation.
His dress sense sometimes left a lot to be desired and his jacket or pullover rarely
matched the rest of his attire unless he had been firmly advised what to wear.
However, he more than compensated when in company with his politeness, natural

approach, warmth and charm. Whether a king or pauper he treated all with equal
respect. People accepted him because he took himself lightly.
Arnold was not one for “airs and graces” except for the occasional lapse into a “posh”
voice, and cared little for how others perceived him.
He had the wherewithal to show off but he never did.
He never to my knowledge bought a new car, there were no expensive holidays to far
away places (in fact very few holidays). He never splashed out on expensive clothes,
He wore my cast off ties for years. Without batting an eyelid he would quite readily lie
on the ground in his best bib and tucker to repair an old car!
He was humble, never tried to outdo anyone, didn't have to.
Preferring to spend money on, and in the company of others - many here today will
have benefited from his generosity.
Arnold could be cussed! He would complain that the sound was poor at the theatre and
he hadn't heard a thing, but the issue was he hadn't got his hearing aid on!
Arnold claimed he was easy to please with food yet if even lettuce and tomato was on
a plate as a garnish the meal was sent back with - why do they have to muck it about!
At home we would prepare a separate meal for him but it was everybody else who was
awkward by not just wanting plain food.
He didn't suffer fools gladly and would tell them so, often brusqually. He offered
advice whether ask for, or not. In both private life and business it was no nonsense,
short and to the point, even if not what people wanted to hear.
But people accepted his candid opinion or valuation beacause it was sound, common
sense advice.
It is testament to this trust that so many people repeatedly traded with him.
One customer recently said that Arnold was the only businessman he never got the
better of. He blew hot and cold, if you came up with an idea it was often dismissed as
a non starter, then 2 weeks later he made the same suggestion as the best thing since
sliced bread. But everyone would accept his manner because he was always there to
offer support and advice and never got upset if his advice wasn't heeded. Even if he
didn't agree with your decision he gave you his full support.
If he said he was going to do something - he always kept his word and did it - sooner
rather than later. (trailer,bracers,slippers)
He couldn't come to terms with living alone after Mothers death. But later enjoyed
time spent in the company of Carol, who had been mom's helper and friend.
More recently he enjoyed a relationship with Jeanne, who with her mannerisms and
verbal expressions remind us so much of Mother. Its as though Lois had organised for
Jeanne to make sure Arnold's final days were happy ones. We are desperately sorry
that the relationship couldn't have lasted longer.
The fact I wasn't a blood related son made no difference Arnold always treated Alan
and myself exactly the same. Then there is Anthony, whoArnold and Mom pseudo
adopted, and who has given them both so much pleasure and support for well over 30
years. Always a fit man compared to most of his age.Nothing fazed him - took him gokarting for 80th birthday - lapped me several times!

Arnold lived life to the full, usually at a frantic pace, right up until his death. Still
undertaking long journeys, organising annual Austin night, singing with band when he
looked happy and contented.
Thursday night I told him to relax - his reply - kettle/pots.
I suppose the manner of his death was predictable given the hectic, physical nature of
his lifestyle for someone his age -but certainly not expected.
Arnold couldn't have faced being incapacitated and unable to continue wheeling and
dealing. The family find consolation that his passing, although swift, was merciful.
So why was Arnold so loved, admired and respected?
In a nutshell he was open, honest, fair, humorous and caring. He made you welcome
and had a heart of gold.
He was a generous man with his money but more importantly with his time. Always
willing to help somebody financially or practically.
Hope I can take on board some of his qualities, more so now than when he was alive.
Barry.

My Grandad

by Adam
(Or a potted history of a great man)
Born in 1932 he was a young lad when war broke out but this did not stop him from
being the budding entrepreneur we all knew and loved.
At the age of six years old he met a very attractive young lady down the road, as the
budding Casanova he would become, he fell in love and presented her with a photo of
himself.
With many things rationed the only thing that was not was the powerful business mind
of this 9 year old boy. With a couple of mates he bought a tandem bicycle and scoured
‘Exchange and Mart’ looking for others to buy (cheap). After finding these bikes he and
a friend would ride all over Birmingham to buy them and return them home where they
would be sorted out and resold.
At 14 when he left school he went to work for a refrigeration company where he very
quickly became a useful chap to have around. As soon as he was 17 he took his driving
test and was given a van to use for work. He was now officially a refrigeration engineer.
Early May 1950 Grandad decides to take his car and girlfriend to Blackpool, as fuel was
rationed he bought a ration book from someone so he would be able to get there and
back. A week later when he was going to sort out the trip they cancelled rationing and
the ration book was useless. Very soon after he received his call up for national service.
After basic training he was posted to the REME since he already had his driving licence.
His duties included showing people how to drive (not that much fun) driving around
bases in UK (lots of fun) and picking up squaddies after a night in the town. On one
such occasion he was driving back with too many people (way above the regulation) in
the back of the van when he saw at the side of the road the Sgt of the motor pool div (his
boss) but as he would have been put on a charge, and his mates in the back would have
had to walk back and therefore be late and also on charges, Grandad pretended not to
see the Sgt at the side of the road and went straight back to the barracks for which he
received a slight dressing down.

He always told me he remembered where he was when the King died. He was quite
happy tootling around in a van when he had to go pick up something from one of the
other bases. But as soon as he pulled into the barracks he was bawled out of his van and
onto parade by a Sgt and ordered to parade (for what seemed like ages) as the King had
died. The only time he ever came close to being in trouble during his army career was
when he was in the motor pool and had to deliver a motor bike engine to a Sgt of a
different dept. (who incidentally had the same bike as the army were using at the time
and had blown his engine). This was fairly routine, as most of them had a little fiddle
here and there, including my grandad who stopped paying for petrol a few weeks after
training. Grandad knew no more till a few months later when he was overseas in
Germany and a couple of MPs came to pick him up and take him back home.
After explaining all he knew without dropping too many people in ‘it’ he had only a
few weeks left so dossed about at the base and was discharged in due course.
When back on Civvy Street he returned to his job as a refrigeration engineer this was the
early 1950s. During this time he was also buying a few vehicles and selling them off the
forecourt of a little garage in Nechells. This helped towards financing things yet to
come…..
In 1955 he married my grandmother Pat and a few years later my dad was born.
In July 1964 my grandfather left Midland Refrigerators Ltd to become the owner of
Ashted Service Station Ltd. Life settled down and running the garage became his
passion. During this time my father left home and my grandfather and grandmother
came to an amicable divorce.
Remember the photo I was talking about earlier? The recipient and the first ever love of
his life was Lois.
The flame was still there and as many of you know they became the perfect pair, with
nan keeping him in check. In 1975 they married and ran the business together like a
well-oiled machine.
In 1979 the little house in Valley Road was no longer suitable for their requirements and
they decided to look to the future and finally settled on buying ‘The Willows’.
1986 grandad started working for Walton and Hipkiss auctioneers and valuers as both
their classic vehicle valuer and auctioneer.
When the road outside the garage was widened in the early 1990s and the garage was
compulsory purchased grandad and Nan decided to “retire” this involved working
more hours and turning their hobby of classic cars into a full time job
As many of you know when my Nan passed away in 2007 grandad was heartbroken but
with the help of good friends like Tony, Audrey, Antony, Carol and many others he
came through the other side.
Shortly after I came to work for my grandad and it has been the best few years of my life
without the contact I have had with him I would never have been able to write this as
we chatted many times and on so long it has been fantastic.
Now to the last 7 months and as many of you may well know there has been a new lady
in his life and this had given him a new wind of course I am referring to Jeanne and
they have been so good together and I would like to use this to also say thanks to Jeanne
for making his last month’s here fun again.
To end my grandad was a great man who will be so missed by family and friends and
everyone who met him.

See Andy Lowe if you want to be included or involved, or can attend in this event.

Sponsored by Lancaster Insurance.

*****************************************
There are still a limited number of places available on the

Warwickshire
Wander
10.00am prompt, Sunday 22nd September
Starting on the edge of Warwick and
following one of the 90th Anniversary Routes.
Joining instructions from
Brem on 01789 773758 or by e mail
rbremnersmith@uwclub.net
(MA7C event)

1933 AH 4 seat Tourer - Cream and Black (black interior, vgc.)
Currently on Sorn but used last year for outings and rallies. Complete with sides
screens. Used for our Daughters wedding in 1998.
Sale, due to lack of time to give
JO the TLC she needs.

£10,500

o.v.n.o

For more details contact Keith or Lesley Marriner- 01455636926 or 07960323304
*************************************************************

For Sale.
1935 Black Austin Ruby Mk 1, all mechanics in good running order, inside restored,
paintwork clean, good tyres, taxed,
£3,800, Phone 01789 750113
*************************************************************
What a super photo of Baddesley Clinton taken by Ian Dunn. I`ve asked before, please
can anyone write a few
words about this event?

MA7C Autumn Leaves Run
A picturesque run around the Cotswolds to enjoy the autumn colours
with a lunch stop at a suitable hostelry, location tbc

On Sunday 20 October 2013
At 10.00am prompt
Start: The Ranch Caravan Park, Honeybourne. WR11 7PR
By kind permission of Mr and Mrs A Attridge

Finish: at Blackwell Village Hall CV36 4PE
By kind permission of Mrs Wendy Mace on behalf of the Blackwell V.H.Committee
Because the clocks will have just gone back, the run will be shorter than the Spring Run
to enable members to get home before their vehicle candles need a match.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Car Entry Form

MA7C Autumn Leaves Run
Start: 10.00am. Sunday 20th October 2013
at The Ranch Caravan Park, Honeybourne
Finish: at Blackwell Village Hall
Name: ..............................................................
Address: ..........................................................
........................................................................
Post Code: .......................Tel: .........................
Vehicle Reg: ........................Model: .................
Pub Lunch / Picnic - Please circle your choice

,

Return to: R.Bremner-Smith. Tanglewood, Cleeve Prior, EVESHAM
WR11 8JY

ED. That`s just great .I think Pete would have been so pleased and I`m sure it will look
splendid.

Taken from the Hereford Austin Magazine Crankhandle.
An Austin Seven from a M/C Sidecar?
Glen Sanger has sent this very interesting back-ground to the Austin Seven Swallow.

‘’Basically the story is that Connie and Harry Teather senior started working for Sir William Lyons at
Swallows in the 1920's and Connie kept a diary full of interesting stories of all that was happening at the
Blackpool factory.
Ann Walker of the Swallow Register has been writing episodes from it in the Swallow Ramblings
newsletter for the past couple of years. But now that she has retired and handed over the control to a
young enthusiast, Jamie Holderway from Weston-Super-Mare. I am hoping I can get hold of it for us with
Harry Teather Junior's help. In the meantime, the following is a synopsis of how the Austin Seven
became involved.’’
1921 - Premises bought in Bloomfield Road, Blackpool by the parents of Bill Warmsley and Bill Lyons to
enable them to set up in business to build and sell ‘’Swallow’’ sidecars.
1922 – September 4th. Bill Lyons ‘ 21st. Birthday.
The business was registered as a trading company and motorcycle distributors appointed agents.
1922-1924 Two additional nearby buildings acquired in Johns Street and Woodfield Road to
accommodate stores and expedite packing and dispatch and allow more space for building.
1924-1925 Many new sidecar models were introduced of differing design as Swallow became more
popular and orders increased.
1926 – Decision to bring all the work under one roof and premises acquired in Cocker Street, Blackpool
North and the production of sidecars increased.

1927 – First Austin Seven chassis bought from Parkers, Manchester. An experimental twoseat body was
built and later a saloon was designed and fitted on the same chassis. An Austin Swallow saloon was
parked outside Henley’s London showroom during the Motor Show week and aroused much interest and
comment. Bodies were also built on the Morris 12hp chassis, the Swift 10, Fiat 9 and Standard 9.
Production of cars was limited to only two per week due to lack of space in the paint department, which
rendered the new factory at Blackpool still adequate. Also, Henley’s promised an order for 500 cars which
it would have been impossible to fulfil.
1928 – Decision made to move to the midlands where chassis, screens, wings, etc were built before
being transported north. Negotiations eventually completed to rent the disused armaments factory at
Foleshill, Coventry and the factory was gradually moved south and the Blackpool works vacated by
motor show week, October, 1928.
1929 – The majority of orders were for the Austin Swallow model but, at the 1929 motor show, Swallow
coachwork was also displayed on the Swift 10, the Fiat 9 and Standard 9 chassis.
1930 – Production was rapidly increased, though by far the largest orders were for the Austin Swallow
models.
1931 – The Wolsley-Hornet Swallow introduced new twoseater with distinctive design and later a four
seater model but Austin Swallow’s were still a large part of the orders. The Fiat Swallow and Swift bodies
were discontinued. Also, a larger body on the 16hp chassis was introduced as well as the 9hp, which was
very successful.
1931 – The SS.1 announced and display at Olympia, which was a great success and gradually other
models were faded out.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Whilst reading this I think about the Swallow of Mr and Mrs Goodacre who had driven it to Stanford
Hall for as long as the rally had been in existence. What super little cars. Ed

……….AGM 25th September
This is your club and your views are important the committee, they are
here for you.
Don't stay away, come and have your say!
Also… If you don't pay your subs this will be your last newsletter.
Ring John Roberts 01789 765349 to renew.

By Lesley Marriner
There will be some of you who remember the Town and Country Festival days at
Stoneleigh. In years gone by we have had a”ball” with our themed stands. A couple
that stand out in my mind are Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and ( perhaps the
one we had most fun) Dad`s Army. Peter Walsh`s Jonesy is legendary!
But as these things do the event got out of hand ,expensive and died a death.
The first we heard that a new motoring event at Stoneleigh had been organised
was from the VW club we belong to, who wanted vehicles to display on the plot that
had been booked. We duly turned up to “suss”it all out.
The event was run by Coventry City Council/Museum of Transport and was in fact
their 2nd year. It combined the old “Shakespeare Run”, which took place on Sunday
and a classic two day vehicle event on Stoneleigh Showground. There were not loads
of market stalls as before but a select few craft stalls in Hall 1 and entertainment
outside. The event was free for the public (£5 car parking) and vintage buses were
on hand to transport people from the museum in Coventry to the showground. We
stayed for the weekend having the VW Camper and enjoyed the friendly
atmosphere with other clubs. It wasn`t an “all singing all dancing” event but just a
good gathering with plenty of other vehicles to look at, from bikes to steam (but
only a couple of Austin 7s).

Vehicles from the museum in
Coventry.

Some of the vehicles that caught my eye.
Perhaps next year MA7C could consider joining in?

Browsing through the fbhvc
magazine.
Ed.
I know there is a bit of concern about the adverse effects of ethanol in our vehicles and
the content of not more than 5% which is scheduled to finish at the end of this year.
The fbhvc sought assurance that the provision of protection grade (not more than 5%),
currently super grade, will be guaranteed in the UK beyond the end of 2013.
The “official” line. The industry fuel standard for petrol has been revised ,which allows
up to 10% ethanol content. This means that suppliers are free to supply petrol with
anything from 0-10% ethanol. Quote “Ultimately any decision to supply E10 should not
be introduced while there remain a significant number of vehicles which may not be
compatible with this new standard. I (the minister for Transport) have met with and
written to suppliers to encourage them to delay supplying E10 until market is ready.”
The fbhvc think that E5 will remain widely available for the foreseeable future. They
note that prior to 1988 there were no limits on maximum ethanol content and petrol
with up to 25% was marketed in the UK from the late 1920s to the 1960s. They also
note that there is no regulation on minimum content.
Rest assured the fbhvc are keeping their “eye” on the situation and will keep us posted.

*************************************************************

Sidney Gamble

30.6.1929 - 9.9.2013
Sidney passed away suddenly at home after a long illness. He was born in Shifnal,
Shropshire. He served with the REME in Egypt during the Suez Crisis as part of
his National Service. Back in Civvy Street, he worked for Midland Red before
opening the Melbourne Stores in Bromsgrove, which he ran for 22years. He sold
this business and went back to vehicle mechanical repairs from home. He was an
enthusiastic Austin Sevener and a long time member of MA7C. He leaves his
wife, of 59 years, Jean and daughter, Diane and sons, Jimmy and Mark. He will
be greatly missed by all who knew him.
Funeral Arrangements:
12.30 pm, Thursday 26th September at Redditch Crematorium and afterwards
at the Bromsgrove Unionist Club, 18 Kidderminster Rd, Bromsgrove. B61 7JS
To ease catering, please advise Diane Williams on 0121 603 9954, if attending.
Family flowers only. Donations if desired to ‘Dementia UK’ may be sent to
James Giles & Sons Ltd, 24 Stourbridge Rd, Bromsgrove. B61 0AE
The family would appreciate a few Austin Sevens at either:
103 Crabtree Lane, Bromsgrove. B61 8PA to join the cortege leaving at 12.00 or at
the entrance to Redditch Crematorium by 12.15pm

The Surviving Austin 7 Register
We would like to remind you of articles that appeared in the2013A edition of the A7CA
Grey Mag and in the April ’13 MA7C newsletter.
David Baldock is trying to put
together the up to date material for a new register. MA7C has been delinquent in
responding to this request and rather than use their old list, which is at least 8 years old,
this form will enable both MA7C and A7CA to be right up to the mark. Please fill in the
attached form as fully and accurately as possible and return it to Brem, ASAP.
Only the club name will be shown against your car, NOT your name, so if someone
wishes to speak to you about your car, he or she would be directed to the Club Secretary,
Bob Prophet and he would then contact you.
MA7C needs your name and details to identify who has or has not responded and to
correct our own records, which will enable the Secretary to contact you.

The Surviving Austin 7 Register (MA7C)

Name:......................................................... Tel:..........................................................
Address:
................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................Post
Code............................
Car 1
Car 2
Car 3
Car 4
Car 5
Chassis Number
Original
Registration
Number
Engine Number
Body Number
Date of First
Registration
Model
Colour
Current
Registration
Number *
It is assumed that you and the cars listed above are members of MA7C. If not please
advise accordingly.
 If the original number has been lost, sold, scrapped.....
If you are fortunate enough to own more than 5 Austin 7s, please copy the
above form as necessary.
Return to: rbremnersmith@uwclub.net

or by snail mail to:

R.Bremner-Smith, Tanglewood, Cleeve Prior, Evesham, Worcs. WR11 8JY

To get you in the holiday mood!

